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IEnumerable.Count() defined? I have noticed a few examples in the web, where they are using IEnumerable.Count() method

without a cast. So, my question is, Where is IEnumerable.Count() method defined? I am assuming it is in the System.Linq
library, since it is a static method. A: It is defined in the Enumeration class: A: IEnumerable implements IEnumerable where T:

IEnumerator, so a generic IEnumerable type is capable of using IEnumerator methods. IEnumerable count(this IEnumerable
source) is a method that looks up the Count method of the IEnumerable source. There are no hidden type constraints on

IEnumerator, because the IEnumerator type is an interface. I guess the soon-to-be-released Star Wars Battlefront has had a bit
of a rocky road to launch. In an effort to keep its community happy, developer DICE has released a free update for the game

that adds a new game mode and a bunch of fixes. That mode, as you can see in the video above, is "Galactic Assault." In it, two
teams of soldiers fight to capture points or destroy incoming targets with high-powered assault weapons like the T-47 Raider

and the X-34 Landspeeder. Another new feature is the Petpets, cute little characters that come with points boosts for your team,
and, presumably, a whole lot of epic petpeeves. If you're still looking for a game to take your mind off of things, you might find
that the update to Battlefront has been what you've been looking for.Q: How to integrate Unix shell, java and perl scripts in Qt

(JNI) I want to write a simple program in Qt (JNI) that will execute a command like user@ubuntu:~$ perl /usr/lib/per
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